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The Definition of Icing 2023-11-11 chocolate is the only way to this confectioner s heart until a gorgeous hockey player becomes her man candy fresh from studying chocolate making in europe kenley hunter is
ready to build her own business confection consultations sinful truffles and exotic chocolates are her only passion as the idea of romance is about as appealing as a piece of stale candy a natural beauty kenley has been
judged more often for her appearance than anything she s accomplished but people respect her knowledge and wizardry with chocolate focusing on the delights she serves rather than what she looks like throwing
herself into her career allows her to avoid romance as her biggest fear is that once a man gets past her beauty he will be disappointed in what he will find when sexy hockey player nate johansson defends kenley s
desire to be herself in a photoshoot by ripping off his jersey and volunteering to be the eye candy a magazine is trying to force her to be her plans to avoid romance begin to fall like a bad soufflé will kenley be
brave enough to take a chance on romance with nate or will fears of the past freeze this game of love before the puck is dropped if you enjoy laugh out loud humor swoony heroes and delicious romance you ll love
the definition of icing
Playing the Game 2015 the star player the chosen one tyler kidd ruled the hockey league he was driven hard by a hatred for losing yet behind his on ice persona he was damaged betrayed by the one he loved he
battled his demons with alcohol and women one fueled the other and spiraled out of control losing his spot on the team was not on tyler s agenda until it was faced with ruining his career he had one chance to make
things right and not lose the one thing he lived for hockey charged with taking hold of tyler s career paige martin never dreamed her new job as renegades pr assistant meant cleaning up after his mistakes she
never imagined she would see a side of him he showed to no one and she definitely never thought she d end up in his bed she was everything he never knew he needed and he was everything she knew she
should never touch lines blur careers are on the line but what happens when you have no other choice than playing the game
On Ice, A Hockey Romance 2019-12-23 zoe simmons receives a text on her wedding day her fiance called off the wedding no explanation and he is soon traded to another hockey team the detroit steels she is
devastated and has an emotional breakdown after a few months she returns to her lonely life numb and withdrawn she throws herself into her work as an assistant to general manager of the nhl team the san jose
otters fast forward three years the otters are contenders for the stanley cup that include a shocking trade killian ki connery the man who left her at the altar in humiliation and shame another blow comes when her
father jed simmons negotiated the trade of her former fiance without telling her how will she be able to endure being around the man her heart yearns for but her mind rebels against not to mention the scandal
that is about to break opening up her private life to further scrutiny by the media killian ki connerythe woman he loves jilted him at the altar and he is banished to detroit to play for the steels the former star and
captain of the otters is crushed by the betrayal of his love he s never gotten over he survives through sheer will power and playing hockey while fighting the underlying demons plaguing him jesse ward comes
into his life and they become america s sweethearts of the media little does ki know the part jesse played in his breakup with his true love zoe this story will keep you on your toes with an intense love story
challenges betrayal and overcoming the odds that love conquers all another great angsty book by trisha harley mccarthy author of the acclaimed granite bay series
The Year We Fell Down 2022-10-17 the sport she loves is out of reach the boy she loves has someone else what now she expected to start harkness college as a varsity ice hockey player but a serious accident means
that corey callahan will start school in a wheelchair instead across the hall in the other handicapped accessible dorm room lives the too delicious to be real adam hartley another would be hockey star with his leg
broken in two places he s way out of corey s league also he s taken nevertheless an unlikely alliance blooms between corey and hartley in mcherrin hall over perilously balanced dining hall trays and video games
the two cope with disappointments that nobody else understands they re just friends of course until one night when things fall apart or fall together all corey knows is that she s falling hard but will hartley set aside
his trophy girl to love someone as broken as corey if he won t she will need to find the courage to make a life for herself at harkness one which does not revolve around the sport she can no longer play or the
brown eyed boy who s struggling with his own demons
Best Man on Campus 2023-10-09 some guys get stupid when they fall for a girl but i may be that lucky rare guy who was just born a glutton for punishsment ben not sure what my problem is but i am sure i m
hooked on jazzy and doubly sure she is the worst possible broken girl on campus damaged by unholy demons from her past she has a razor sharp take no prisoners attitude that runs true and deep no matter she had
me the first time i heard her open her mouth and sing her tragic voice spoke of soul splitting pain and i knew i should have run the other way but i didn t and in the crowded bar in front of all my teammates she
has to dare me i shouldn t be charmed by her broken hard luck anti charm but i have to take her dare no matter if it leads us down a path of mutual self destruction i need to try to save her the thing i never expect
is the devastating chemistry we have in bed and worse the vulnerable underbelly of the grittiest toughest woman i ve ever met if i save jazzy from her demons who s going to save me and my heart from her best
man on campus is a sizzling reverse bully college hockey romance this full length novel second in the big men on campus series in the world of st paul u can be read as a stand alone if you love stories where the hot
good guy saves the sexy broken girl then you ll enjoy this one contains sex and language for a mature audience



Playing Defense 2023-11-11 after a string of bad set ups and boring dates reese brannon is done with men she s focused on her job as a fitness model and blogger her life in the city is fun she s young there s no need
to look for a man because she doesn t want one especially when relationships usually end in heartbreak jean pierre rochat known as jp is done with women all this swiss hockey player has ever wanted is to fall in
love but his relationships never end with a happily ever after believing he s always going to be dealt the friend card jp is over it if he s going to be stuck in the friend zone he ll keep things casual for his new
endgame but will one hot dallas summer night change everything for reese and jp because when the two meet again when jp returns for hockey season reese finds her attraction to him hasn t waned since their
first meeting charming and intelligent jp is different in all the right ways but reese realizes letting him in will make her vulnerable something that terrifies her jp never forgot reese from their initial introduction
last winter and the sparks fly for him even more so the second time but with reese his thoughts are anything but casual can jp and reese let their guards down to take a chance on love or will this simply be a game
of playing defense if you like swoony heroes lots of romance and a couple you can cheer for you ll love playing defense can be read as a standalone and a happily ever after is guaranteed
Home Ice 2023-11-11 kylie reed vowed she d never pick up a man in a bar it s one of her personal rules after all so falling into a gorgeous ginger s lap tossing a glass of wine on him and then hoping he asks for her
number while in a bar would be a trifecta of wrong right organized rule loving and cautious to a fault kylie reed is waiting for the perfect moment to live her dreams when she has a house when she meets her
husband when she has been at her visual display job at a chic boutique a little while longer all of her dreams are saved for later as that seems to be a safer place than taking a risk to actually live them yet kylie finds
all her rules bending when she falls into the lap of gorgeous harrison flynn captain of the dallas demons hockey team harrison harbors his own fears for the future ones he keeps close to the vest he s intrigued with
the brown eyed beauty who proceeds with caution while she s drawn to the sexy man who pushes boundaries and functions in chaos the phrase opposites attract has never been truer as the chemistry between
them is anything but polar from the second they meet while the attraction is hot is that enough to make a relationship work can they face their fears for a future they both want will this relationship end before
puck drop or will they find home ice together if you like swoony heroes hilarious heroines and a couple you can cheer for you ll want to escape into home ice can be read as a standalone and a happily ever after is
guaranteed
Breakout 2023-11-11 eyes the color of the mediterranean sea sexy stubble shading his jawline niko s dating status available the problem he might be lexi s new co worker one flying puck that s all it took to change
lexi stewart s life when an errant puck heads towards lexi she collides with niko xenakis the new dallas demons tv producer he s sexy as hell and with a quick mind and lexi is more than smitten with the newest
hire of the local sports network that collision leads to an opportunity lexi has always dreamed of a chance to work at total access total sports but also makes niko her out of bounds co worker or is he with sparks too
strong to ignore lexi and niko follow their hearts in pursuing careers in sports television and each other but the road to love is never easy complicated by the fact that they both carry emotional baggage can these
two break out of the past to find love in the present if you like strong sexy heroes with a good heart heroines trying to find their way in the world and hilarious and heartfelt romance you ll enjoy this sports
romantic comedy
Make Me Lie 2021-09-30 the world knows me as the demon s daughter he s a famous serial killer and i may have been his accomplice but no one knows for sure except for me the dangerous cruel men of the
sphinx secret society intend to uncover my secrets and break me stellan my childhood crush who lost his sister to the demon cain the boy with the face of an angel to who manipulation comes as easy as breathing
remington the playboy soccer star full of secrets pax the dark psycho who hides behind his fists i hoped for a second chance at darkwood university only to have my dream ripped away the first time i kissed one of
the handsome bastards they know who i am and they re determined to make me pay they should have thought twice about who they were playing with because i am the demon s daughter and just because they
have the power the connections the faces and bodies of gods do they really think they ll win i wanted a new life not a war but if they insist we ll see who ends up playing
The Scoring Series 4-6 2023-04-06 icing i m a second year hockey player for the seattle sockeyes imagine my shock when i return from a trip to find my former roommate has transferred his lease to my nemesis
she s so annoying i can t stand to be in the same room with her she pushes all my buttons and is my exact opposite despite it all i want to rip off her clothes and make mad passionate love to her what is wrong with
me faceoff i crave attention and notoriety she craves stability and love we both have our secrets and chemistry we have a lot of chemistry together we re explosive but explosions have a way of hurting those
closest to the blast and this celebrity match made in heaven is about to detonate off season i just ended my rookie year with the seattle sockeyes in a win or go home game and we went home i played a big part in
that loss thanks in part to my lack of team play it s time to lick my wounds re examine my role and come to terms with demons i ve been avoiding for too long i buy an rv and take to the wilderness for a little
solitude and lot of soul searching just me my dog bones and nature there s one problem my campsite neighbor is a too cheerful busy body camp host she brings out the worst in me but i can t stop thinking about
sharing a sleeping bag with her



On Thin Ice 2023-11-11 holly johansson knows she s living in a fantasy world but she s trying to be realistic like she knows becoming an author isn t going to happen overnight so she will need to get a day job now
that she has graduated from college just like she knows her brother s best friend hockey superstar matt rhinelander would never ever return her feelings how could he she d rather stay home with her nose in a
book while he has a reputation as a barhopping ladies man so while she may be hopelessly in love with him she knows better than to expect that he could ever be anything more than her brother s thoughtful
friend who actually listens when she talks or could he after matt comes to holly s rescue she wonders if he might have deeper feelings too when matt confirms he sees her as more than his teammate s baby sister
will it put them both on thin ice if you like swoony heroes lots of romance and a couple you can cheer for you ll want to escape into on thin ice can be read as a standalone and a happily ever after is guaranteed
Playing the Game 2015-09-23 the star player the chosen one tyler kidd ruled the hockey league he was driven hard by a hatred for losing yet behind his on ice persona he was damaged betrayed by the one he
loved he battled his demons with alcohol and women one fueled the other and spiraled out of control losing his spot on the team was not on tyler s agenda until it was faced with ruining his career he had one
chance to make things right and not lose the one thing he lived for hockey charged with taking hold of tyler s career paige martin never dreamed her new job as renegades pr assistant meant cleaning up after his
mistakes she never imagined she would see a side of him he showed to no one and she definitely never thought she d end up in his bed she was everything he never knew he needed and he was everything she
knew she should never touch lines blur careers are on the line but what happens when you have no other choice than playing the game keywords sports romance hockey romance hockey fiction series romance
office romance hockey player bad boy romance reformed bad boy sports fiction the renegades pittsburgh
Hooked 2017-04-18 do not f the players or you will be fired as the newest ice babe for the colorado blizzard i m not too worried about breaking that rule i know a thing or two about fending off hockey players
looking to score at least that s what i thought until i caught the eye of blizzard captain and heart throb hunter rockwell no matter how many times i turn the troubled star down he s convinced i m just playing hard
to get and he doesn t care how much hot water his flirting lands me in if i were being perfectly honest sure i d love to spend a few minutes in the sin bin with the chiseled stud but i d never risk my job for a
filthy rich athlete with a dirty reputation but with hunter stepping up his game on and off the ice to win me over telling him no is getting harder than ever it doesn t help that everyone already suspects there s
something between us and maybe they re right hunter swears no one will find out but i know we re bound to get caught and then he ll toss my broken heart to the ice just like all the others so why am i letting
myself get hooked on hunter hooked is a 50 000 word hockey romance this stand alone novel is the first entry in the colorado blizzard series narrated in alternating first person no cheating no cliffhanger hea
guaranteed
Saving Hockeyville 2023-05-01 for rebellious hockey player cole whittaker finding trouble is all in a day s work with his defiant heart and wild ways cole isn t ready to be the upstanding ambassador the razors
organization wants him to be when his latest scandal makes headlines he s forced to make amends in the small town of hockeyville a place he s never even heard of or risk losing his career within minutes of his
arrival he has an unfortunate run in with local law enforcement butts heads with skating rink operator lydia harmon and realizes he s been sent to a sinking ship of a town the sexy hockey player who s got a soft
spot for kids has swagger and enough attitude to fill a regulation sized ice rink but lydia doesn t have time to babysit a guy who doesn t take anything seriously unfortunately for her her nephew is starstruck and
has plans to keep his hero around long term soon cole is dazzled by the town s charm and its eclectic residents but is he willing to give up his big city life for a chance at happy ever after or will his personal demons
threaten to destroy more than just his career welcome to hockeyville california where a happy ending is only the beginning
Shenanigans 2022-03-15 what i meant to do in vegas let my hair down for once and celebrate winning a medal at my first women s hockey all stars competition what i actually did got senior prom drunk and woke
up married to brooklyn s star winger the great neil drake he s the heir to a billion dollars and i barely survived my childhood our friendship is based strictly on hockey takeout food and smack talk and now holy
matrimony although we both know it can t last especially once his evil family gets wind of our vegas shenanigans contains meddling teammates meddling parents ugly jewelry and a pretend kiss that nearly sets
the world on fire for more brooklyn hockey books see brooklynaire overnight sensation superfan sure shot bombshells rookie move hard hitter pipe drams readers also enjoyed books by helena hunting elle
kennedy ali hazelwood tessa bailey colleen hoover lauren blakely kristen callihan corinne michaels jana aston karina halle meghan march jay crownover anna todd jami davenport audrey carlan jill shalvis helen
hoang christina lauren sally thorne vi keeland penelope ward debbie macomber nora roberts maisey yates sarah mayberry elle kennedy lauren blakely susan mallery penny reid julia kent kelly jamieson melanie
harlow carrie ann ryan kendall ryan kennedy ryan helen hardt meghan march julia kent meli raine sylvia day chelle bliss brenda rothert natasha madison kylie scott sloane kennedy penelope sky elle kennedy k a
linde jami davenport jaci burton penelope sky helen hardt e l james anna todd chelle bliss kendall ryan k webster sierra simone mia sosa kat mizera storylines in this book married in las vegas billionaires marriage of
convenience billionaire romance hockey romance sports romance opposites attract



Haunts and Howls Where Demons Dwell 2022-10-11 dare to tread where demons prowl hidden beneath the surface of the everyday world lurking in darkness haunting the shadows looming just outside the light
the demons call to the unwary leaving the unsuspecting to fend off doom where demons cavort heroes arise to battle the encroaching evil needing everything they ve got magic will bravery and hope for the
return of the light for lovers of spooky fantasy tales don t miss this collection of five original contemporary fantasy stories from bestselling author kat simons including an all new demon hunter story keywords dark
urban fantasy urban fantasy paranormal urban fantasy contemporary fantasy dark fantasy short story collections demons and devils witches and wizards series urban fantasy urban fantasy magic magic and mayhem
monsters and demons heroes and warriors demon hunters myths and legends horror fantasy
Heart of Desire 2023-07-17 she s a fallen angel being held captive in hell by her own mind she s the forbidden fruit he was never allowed to have grayson prince has gotten whatever he s wanted ever since he
could breathe air his dangerous smirk intoxicating eyes and massive ego makes him the most repulsive man adrianna s ever known the sarcastic brooding hockey player has been the bane of her existence since
they could crawl what could he possibly want so bad that he needs her help let alone begging her for a three month deal of fake dating himself he wants his ex back he wants his father to take him seriously but
with each day of fake dates fake affection he wants her he s the devil who saves her from her demons he was the poisonous fruit she never desired to touch adrianna cassian only wants one thing and that s for her
father to care about her she has been haunted ever since her twenty two seconds of death when she overdosed a year ago a year has gone by and even her own father can t look at her her golden eyes her chocolate
hair and her smartass attitude make her the most insufferable woman grayson has ever laid eyes on adrianna being described as fiery beautifully intelligent and wanted has always been the biggest lie he s ever
heard in his entire life what could adrianna possibly be hiding from everyone that she s willing to distract herself by helping grayson she wants herself back she despises him she craves the temptation she craves
him
Totally Pucked 2023-11-24 ever hear the story about the gal who got dumped with this parting shot and maybe you need some lessons in the bedroom sure i wanted to shout at my ex you suck in bed too but i m a
lady i didn t say that i do however share the whole sorry story over drinks to my best guy friend the hockey star who s been my bestie forever and he s suddenly intensely curious about these bedroom lessons he s
so damn interested he says i d be willing to be your test subject if i say yes it ll change our lifelong friendship in the next twenty four hours
Date with a Devil 2019-03-19 austen marlowe learned all she needed to know about jocks back in high school they might be tall muscular and hot as hell but you can never trust em valuable experience for someone
who dates hockey players for a living as the host of date with a devil the young journalist is called into action when the captain of the dallas devils insults the team s few remaining fans austen s mission save the
athlete s beleaguered reputation but dane dehardt doesn t give a damn about his reputation and his one man war against the media threatens both their careers worse the big d can t keep his eyes off of her doesn t
he know these dates aren t real but dehardt isn t the dimwit she s been led to believe and when the sinfully sexy hockey star isn t trying to talk the rookie reporter out of her clothes he s pushing her to get to the
bottom of a story she was ordered not to cover can dane make austen forget why she swore off jocks in the first place is she willing to risk her job because it s the right thing to do or is she being played by the big d
date with a devil is a 75 000 word stand alone hockey romance dual pov no cheating hea always guaranteed but the dallas devils drama continues in book 2
Naughty or Ice 2023-03-02 hate banging their way onto the naughty list might be their only shot at settling the score eva bradshaw used to have standards but with bills piling up and a six year old daughter to feed
there s not much the former olympic figure skater wouldn t do for some extra cash even if it means violating her hard limit hockey players like the filthy mouthed sex on skates hockey god who s about to slide
straight into her penalty box nhl center walker dunn has been stuck on the injured list for months so when his trainer springs for some one on one time with a beautiful woman walker s more than ready to take
the edge off until he realizes the ice princess with the perfect ass isn t there to handle his stick she s there to coach him back into action whether he likes it or not walker puts the cock in hockey eva s a champion
ball buster it s a match made in hate sex heaven but falling for each other never no way not a snowball s chance in hell naughty or ice is a sexy steamy enemies to lovers hockey romance and the first book in the
buffalo tempest series if you like red hot dirty mouthed hockey players smart and sassy women who aren t afraid to put their men against the boards and a big hilarious helping of bromance then you don t want to
miss this lineup
Bad Boy's Downfall 2014-04-21 word on the ice the only thing worse than knocking up your teammate s sister is knocking up his daughter i have no business tangling up with lola daire she s a smart idealistic
college senior planning to take on silicon valley i m an angry nhl player with a chip on my shoulder she smiles rainbows i spit fire she s a daddy s girl i m the last guy her father wants her to date a man with my
past and demons will only corrupt a good woman i know better than to give in to her playful flirting but when lola finds herself in a compromising situation i break the rules to keep her safe we have nothing in
common save for the attraction we feel we have no future except for the moments that stretch between us but our desire is insatiable our chemistry off the charts one night turns into more and our casual



understanding takes an unexpected turn i may be the cliché bad boy but my downfall is the good girl with a baby on the way
Picks & Pucks 2023-09-05 rising men s figure skating star justin corrin is coming home to train for the upcoming season and face his demons the last thing justin needs is to fall in love with a hockey player instead
of getting rid of his demons justin is collecting more he tries desperately to control his growing feelings for cj daly but finds being with cj keeps his nightmares away justin isn t the only one with problems and
hidden fears and secrets threaten to separate the two with the pressure mounting cj starts to pull away and justin doesn t know why his skating suffers and he decides to stop wasting his time on love and focus on
winning the nationals if justin can destroy his demons he might have a chance for happiness on and off the ice but if the demons win justin s life could be ruined
Pike 2024-05-25 in sin city the stakes are high bet big and you may win it all but you could also lose far more than you bargained for indie garrison is in over her head ditched by her husband in the dead of the
night she s suddenly a broke single mom living with her sister sure she and pro hockey player pike morgan got off on the wrong foot in a big way and admittedly it was entirely her fault but indie s been fooled
by a man for the last time and no matter how hard pike tries to break down her walls she s not falling for him at least that s what she keeps telling herself pike morgan is at the top of his game being drafted by the
new las vegas expansion team was ideal for the bearded blue eyed nhl goalie who s only serious about two things hockey and partying when he accepts a bet from a teammate he finds himself wooing a spirited
woman who wants nothing to do with him once he gets to know her and her young son though he regrets his wager if indie finds out the truth she s going to hate the player and the game perfect for fans of hanna
grace teagan hunter hannah gray robyn carr helena hunting elle kennedy catherine gayle avon gale toni aleo kristen callihan lj shen corinne michaels jana aston karina halle meghan march jay crownover anna
todd geneva lee audrey carlan jill shalvis suzanne brockmann helen hoang christina lauren kristan higgins sally thorne penelope sky vi keeland penelope ward debbie macomber nora roberts maisey yates sarah
mayberry elle kennedy lauren blakely susan mallery penny reid julia kent kelly jamieson melanie harlow carrie ann ryan kendall ryan kennedy ryan helen hardt meghan march julia kent meli raine sylvia day
chelle bliss brenda rothert natasha madison kylie scott helena hunting sloane kennedy penelope sky elle kennedy k a linde nana malone jami davenport jaci burton penelope sky helen hardt e l james anna todd
chelle bliss kendall ryan kennedy fox harlequin romance waterhouse press virgin river carly phillips piper rayne cora seton sherryl woods marie force sawyer bennett related subjects sport romance hockey
romance sports romance opposites attract single mom
Demonic Dates 2013-01-06 some houses have history and demons after receiving a mysterious invitation to visit the home of an infamous seventeenth century witch lexie alexander hurries north from new york to
salem massachusetts eager to explore and learn every hidden secret kept about this witch as a historian she s one of the few people alive who knows exactly what this ancestor witch s powers could do and how
dangerous all witches like her could be but even lexie isn t prepared for what she finds in the huge eclectic creepy house she s even less prepared for the home s current owner miles reid didn t ask to be related to
a notorious witch he certainly didn t want to inherit her former home a cursed house passed down through his family from one unlucky relative to the next now trapped in the house barely able to leave without
being dragged back miles desperately searches for any solution that will get him out of the family curse and as the anniversary of his ancestor s death approaches his desperation grows his only hope another witch
together lexie and miles must confront a historical horror and face not only their own demons but demons from the past still locked in a house that doesn t want to let them go author s note this novella is also
published in the collection haunts and howls where demons dwell keywords haunted houses urban fantasy paranormal urban fantasy contemporary fantasy magic fantasy action and adventure short story collections
witches and wizards demons and devils demon witch series urban fantasy magic magic and mayhem monsters and demons paranormal fantasy dark fantasy horror fantasy
Heated Rivalry 2022-02-22 with graduation looming i m forced to take an extra credit athletic course in hockey a sport i despise the ice the cold and the game itself are everything i detest but when a bone
shattering shove on the ice threatens to fracture my knee i must confront my fears and learn to play in a shocking revelation i discovered that it was devon who had shoved me hard on the ice devon black a demon
a force to be reckoned with notorious for his bullying tactics on and off the ice i hate devon with every fiber of my being yet beneath the surface of my hatred lies an undeniable and confusing attraction it s as if the
very essence of him is both repulsive and magnetic drawing me in against my will graduation approaches and the choices we make will determine our fate whether bitter separation or a love that transcends the
icy battleground we call home can devon and i find a way to bridge the divide or will life s forces tear us apart warning this is a high heat m m hockey romance filled with shenanigans explicit language and some
violence please be advised
Dealing with Demons 2018 some deals can t be broken according to the family curse tessa has until her next birthday to select her future husband however choosing would mean his premature death unwilling to
condemn any man to that fate tessa searches for an explanation behind the curse and the rules that dictate her life what she learns is more terrifying than she could have imagined a demon brokered a deal with her
ancestor in exchange for a companion and he s come to collect tessa has a choice to make pay the debt or condemn a man to death her time to decide is running out and as she s learned breaking the family rules



always has consequences
Must Love Hockey 2019-05-23 q what s the opposite of a meet cute a meeting a handsome guy at the very moment you re breaking out in hives all over your body the mysterious allergic reaction i have at the
hockey game is terrifying but it s just a little less terrifying when a big strong equipment manager for the brooklyn bruisers saves the day that s how i meet james jimbo carozza when i m alone and frightened he
gets me the help i need and delivers me safely to the emergency room too bad i didn t even get his number for more brooklyn hockey books see brooklynaire overnight sensation superfan sure shot bombshells
rookie move hard hitter pipe drams for fans of helena hunting elle kennedy tessa bailey catherine gayle avon gale toni aleo kristen callihan lj shen colleen hoover corinne michaels jana aston karina halle meghan
march jay crownover anna todd geneva lee audrey carlan jill shalvis helen hoang christina lauren kristan higgins sally thorne vi keeland penelope ward debbie macomber nora roberts maisey yates sarah mayberry
elle kennedy lauren blakely susan mallery penny reid julia kent kelly jamieson melanie harlow carrie ann ryan kendall ryan kennedy ryan helen hardt meghan march julia kent meli raine sylvia day chelle bliss
brenda rothert natasha madison kylie scott helena hunting sloane kennedy penelope sky elle kennedy k a linde nana malone jami davenport jaci burton penelope sky helen hardt e l james anna todd chelle bliss
kendall ryan kennedy fox breakaway storylines in this book hockey romance sports romance opposites attract brooklyn italian american hero chinese american heroine giggles over pizza and a hockey team who just
won t quit
My Hockey Romance 2023-09-17 a riveting sports romance story of forbidden love set in the world of professional hockey i know my brother wouldn t approve but i m in love with luke what do i do josie mills is a
precocious and straitlaced young woman who is pursuing a career in architecture the field is very difficult to get a foot into and josie has been working nonstop to make her dream come true she s so focused on her
slowly growing career that she very rarely lets her hair down or does anything at all crazy luke porter is a buff strong goalie for the portland pumas in maine he is on the same team as benjamin mills josie s older
brother luke lives for hockey and it s all he s ever wanted as far as his future goes he s never met ben s little sister and is barely aware of her existence all of this changes when the two of them arrive at a party that
benjamin throws with the alcohol flowing and the music pounding josie and luke are magnetically attracted to each other they wind up hooking up but it s only in the cold morning light that they realize who the
other person is they both know that ben wouldn t approve but what can they do they both think the world of ben but they can t deny the attraction that they share what will the young lovers do
Deflected 2020-04-30 alexander rush markov has been given an ultimatum by his team shape up or ship out alex is celebrating his biggest season in professional hockey and he s enjoying every minute of it perhaps
a little too much he s been non stop partying like a rockstar since his team won it all and management isn t pleased next thing alex knows he s been exiled to a remote island with orders to lay low stay out of
trouble and avoid one night stands rosalind newcomb is the quintessential good girl and she s fine with her role sure she gets lonely and wishes for a special someone but the choices on madrona island are slim to
none when a panty melting mystery man disrupts the peace and quiet in her bookstore it s dislike at first sight the infuriating man turns her ordered life upside down and inside out and has her thinking about hot
summer nights and tangled sheets only alex isn t who she thinks he is and love isn t all hearts and roses as alex battles who he pretends to be and who he really is he also resists falling in love for the first time in his
life his intense feelings have him ready to bolt and only he can decide if love is worth fighting for keywords hockey romance good girl madrona island not who he seems to be mystery man dislike at first sight
hockey romance hockey novel sports romance seattle hockey workplace urban romance alpha male sports hero hockey star professional hockey hockey players party boy bookstore owner good girl enemies to lovers
for fans of helena hunting elle kennedy catherine gayle toni aleo jami davenport kelly jamieson sarina bowen sawyer bennett carly phillips kennedy ryan nana malone brenda rothert elise faber kate meador
victoria denault mira lyn kelly odette stone jennifer lazaris lisa b kamps cathryn fox samantha lind samantha whiskey stacey lynn
His Goodpuck Charm 2021-06-15 when ana burdened by debt and limited job prospects is offered a position as a physiotherapist for a renowned hockey team she sees it as her ticket to a better future little does she
know that accepting the job means becoming entangled in the enigmatic world of luka kuznetsov the star player with a chilling reputation both on and off the ice luka haunted by doubts and hindered by a severe
shoulder injury clings to a pre game ritual sex before every game that involves his new psychotherapist but what starts as a professional arrangement quickly evolves into a captivating and forbidden connection
that neither of them saw coming with each encounter luka s obsession with ana intensifies he becomes entangled in a dangerous game of emotions battling his inner demons while struggling to maintain his
dedication to the sport he loves
Blocked 2022-05-13 axel playing for the seattle sockeyes is a dream come true yet in less than twenty four hours my life is a hot mess and my dream has turned into a nightmare it all starts when i have a one night
stand with my teammate s wife only i m not aware she s married let alone his wife now she s stalking me my teammate hates me and i m madly attracted to his sister not a situation i d wish on anyone especially
me keywords hockey romance hockey novel sports romance seattle hockey workplace office romance urban romance alpha male sports hero hockey star professional hockey hockey players bad boy romance



wealthy romance wealthy hero new adult romance puck brothers roommates family issues teammate s sister for fans of helena hunting elle kennedy catherine gayle toni aleo jami davenport kelly jamieson sarina
bowen sawyer bennett carly phillips kennedy ryan nana malone brenda rothert elise faber kate meador victoria denault mira lyn kelly odette stone jennifer lazaris lisa b kamps cathryn fox samantha lind samantha
whiskey stacey lynn
Cary and the Demon Witch 2017-09-05 when her best friend s mysterious past comes calling cary redmond is prepared to step in although powerful witch angie jordan is one of cary s closest friends there are parts
of angie s past she refuses to talk about things she s hinted at but always avoids explaining demon related things and while cary is very curious about that past she also respects her friend s privacy after all everyone
should be allowed their secrets but when someone out of angie s past comes to town and threatens her family cary doesn t hesitate to throw herself between this threat and her friend she might not understand the
undertone but she can keep angie and her family from getting hurt after all it s her job as a magical protector and what good is being a magical protector if you can t stand between your friends and disaster
keywords urban fantasy urban fantasy series paranormal fantasy shapeshifter fantasy contemporary fantasy dark fantasy urban fantasy short story series magic and mayhem vampires and shifters witches and
wizards fairies and legends
The Trouble with Death and Demon Gods 2023-09-15 trouble s last stand magical protector cary redmond has not been enjoying her test year discovering she absorbs magic figuring out how to release that magic
and dealing with enemies from her past regularly complicates her life her seventh year has been overflowing with trouble and way too many demons and vampires now with only two months left to go cary must
face her greatest enemy again not to stop him but to protect him family squabbles suck and when they involve demons chances of realm destruction are high cary will need all the help she can get in this epic stand
against the forces of evil because if she can t stop the demons this time her world will burn keywords urban fantasy romance contemporary fantasy urban fantasy paranormal romance dark fantasy horror fantasy
series paranormal romance shapeshifter romance witches and wizards werewolves and shifters vampire paranormal demons and devils series urban fantasy paranormal shifters magic and mayhem
Breakaway 2022-10-17 in a standalone hockey romance that tugs at readers heartstrings a broken ex pro learns to live and love again all thanks to the complicated wonderful nurse who gives him a second chance
brianna collins needs to break away from her overbearing family her parents expect her to fix her brother after a series of concussions derailed his hockey career unfortunately no doctor will give him clearance to
play and she s finished with being the person they rely on to perform a miracle that will never happen for bree a six month nursing assignment at a hospital in charlotte north carolina is the perfect escape luke
daniels former forward for the nhl s charlotte aviators has spent close to a year rehabbing a career threatening injury and distracting himself however he can worlds collide when luke realizes that the girl from his
latest one night stand happens to be the new nurse at the hospital where he volunteers in the pediatric unit what s more bree s the only person who makes him excited about life again despite her initial
reservations luke can t help pursuing sweet beautiful bree then he falls back on the thing that s always helped suppress his demons alcohol but if luke doesn t kick his old habits he just may lose the one thing he
loves more than hockey don t miss any of sophia henry s exhilarating pilots hockey novels delayed penalty power play interference unsportsmanlike conduct breakaway praise for breakaway breakaway is a steamy
sports romance written by sophia henry i was captivated from the very first line until the end books boys book blog a sexy and emotional page turning hockey romance that gave me all the feels loved loved loved
it stina lindenblatt author of i need you tonight
Maverick 2015-06-14 the vegas heat just kicked up a notch with the arrival of ice hockey s newest expansion team the sin city saints maverick hagen s fall from grace was more like a crash landing his record
breaking career ended after a fight with an opponent over a woman left him with a broken leg or so the pundits thought returning to the sport he loves as the captain of the league s new expansion team the sin
city saints his lucrative contract comes with just one rule no romantic distractions gia ford also makes her living playing a game poker the rounder has hit her stride in vegas quietly building her bank account one
casino at a time she s got a score to settle and nothing will get in her way not even the sexy hockey player who s willing to lose money just to see her in action maverick attracts attention upsetting gia s under the
radar game maverick and gia can t afford to give in to their magnetic attraction with his career rebounding and her winnings growing but the hotter their chemistry burns the harder it is to deny so will they or
won t they in vegas there s only one way to settle it a bet of course the chicago blaze series has it all heat heart and humor perfect for fans of sarina bowen hannah grace robyn carr helena hunting elle kennedy
catherine gayle avon gale toni aleo kristen callihan lj shen corinne michaels jana aston karina halle meghan march jay crownover anna todd geneva lee audrey carlan jill shalvis suzanne brockmann helen hoang
christina lauren kristan higgins sally thorne penelope sky vi keeland penelope ward debbie macomber nora roberts maisey yates sarah mayberry elle kennedy lauren blakely susan mallery penny reid julia kent
kelly jamieson melanie harlow carrie ann ryan kendall ryan kennedy ryan helen hardt meghan march julia kent meli raine sylvia day chelle bliss brenda rothert natasha madison kylie scott helena hunting sloane
kennedy penelope sky elle kennedy k a linde nana malone jami davenport jaci burton penelope sky helen hardt e l james anna todd chelle bliss kendall ryan kennedy fox harlequin romance waterhouse press



virgin river carly phillips piper rayne cora seton sherryl woods marie force sawyer bennett related topics hockey romance sport romance sports romance colorado coyotes sports series chicago hockey series new
adult romance
Unrequited Scars & All Stars 2021-04-28 fans of second chance romance bad boys and hockey romance are addicted to book 12 in the slapshot series by a usa today best selling author her father s best friend the only
woman to bring him to his knees they can t stay away from each other if they tried and they did when damon smith is traded to the seattle sea demons lyra sanders thinks she s finally free of his beautiful face his
addictive touch and the dark sensual hold he has over her seven years go by and every day she thinks of him she tries not to but he s made it impossible even with a number of good guys she should give her heart
to without hesitation he s a virus she can t cure herself from tangled in the web he weaved so long ago when she was so young and then he s back not by choice the nhl seagulls need him to do what he does best
create chaos and damon is more than willing to play his part he knows he should stay away from lyra it s not just because she s his teammate s daughter it s not even because he feels things for her he didn t think
were possible but then he sees her with someone else and he wants to get his knuckles bloody and she looks at him with that look that ruins him every single time they re forged in fire and they were always
meant to burn together even if there s nothing left of them but ash lyra must decide if she s willing to risk her heart again especially since damon is good at pulling away when she needs him the most
Melting Ice 2017-07-11 brimming with attitude and broken beyond repair isaac ice wolfe has a heart as cold as his nickname and he likes it that way until he meets his neighbor avery maxwell avery is unlike any
woman he s ever known her smile thaws his frozen heart being with her heals his broken places she makes him feel and for isaac that s not always a good thing isaac has burned every bridge in his professional
hockey career when he s traded to the seattle sockeyes halfway through their inaugural season he knows he won t get another chance he s never been a team player yet he needs to become one and fast avery has
only wanted one thing in her life to train and show horses her decision to drop out of college to pursue her riding career causes a rift with her big sister but avery is tired of following everyone else s dreams now
she s following her own and no one is going to distract her from her passion until she meets a dark stranger and his cantankerous dog when isaac is warned away from avery by the team s captain who happens to
be avery s future brother in law isaac sees the writing on the wall it s avery or his career to isaac a life without hockey wouldn t be a life worth living but what about a life without avery do isaac and avery
sacrifice their mutual passion for each other in order to achieve their goals or do they fight to have it all even if by doing so they might lose everything in the end usa today bestselling author jami davenport
presents another seattle sockeyes hockey romance and the fifth book in her game on in seattle sports romance series showcasing alpha male heroes of football baseball and hockey while all books in this series can be
read as standalones you ll likely enjoy the other books in the game on in seattle sports romance series book 1 skating on thin ice seattle sockeyes hockey book 2 crashing the boards seattle sockeyes hockey book 3
crashing the net seattle sockeyes hockey book 4 love at first snow seattle sockeyes hockey book 5 melting ice seattle sockeyes hockey book 6 blindsided seattle steelheads football available in september 2015
keywords sports romance hockey romance bad boy good girl horses equestrian romance damaged hero friends to lovers girl next door hockey romance hockey novel sports romance seattle hockey workplace urban
romance alpha male sports hero hockey star professional hockey hockey players damaged hero horses equestrian dressage tortured hero estranged brothers for fans of helena hunting elle kennedy catherine gayle
toni aleo jami davenport kelly jamieson sarina bowen sawyer bennett carly phillips kennedy ryan nana malone brenda rothert elise faber kate meador victoria denault mira lyn kelly odette stone jennifer lazaris lisa
b kamps cathryn fox samantha lind samantha whiskey stacey lynn
Big Hard Stick pleasure isn t a dirty word gorgeous not unless you want it to be thanks to an epic playoffs loss and a somewhat regrettable bachelorette party video starring half the team and a can of whipped cream
buffalo tempest captain roscoe legrand is on serious pr duty this summer his assignment organize a youth hockey clinic and clean up the team s tarnished image before the season s first face off but one look at the hot
as hell hockey mom storming the ice and roscoe s thoughts slide right back into the gutter ally heinz is afraid of everything with good reason three years ago her husband died in a workplace accident leaving ally
behind with their only child and a mountain of grief now keeping her child safe is all that matters letting the kid play hockey with all that hard slippery ice and no onsite medical team not happening if only the
sweet sexy nhl player in charge wasn t so good at charming the pants off her um literally despite ally s reservations it s not long before her kid s rocking the rink and roscoe s rocking her world unlocking pleasures
ally has denied herself for years but hat tricks in the bedroom will only get him so far when it comes to winning the hockey mom s wounded heart roscoe s going to need a lot more than a big hard stick big hard
stick is a sexy steamy single mom romance and the third book in the buffalo tempest hockey romance series if you like red hot dirty mouthed hockey players smart and sassy women who aren t afraid to put their
men against the boards and a big hilarious helping of bromance then you don t want to miss this lineup
Best Man on Campus bensome guys get stupid when they fall for a girl some guys are just born stupid not sure which i am but i am sure i m hooked on jazzy the worst possible broken girl on campus damaged by
unholy demons from her past she has a razor sharp take no prisoners attitude that runs true and deep no matter she had me the first time i heard her open her mouth and sing her tragic voice spoke of soul splitting



pain and i knew i should have run the other way but i didn t and in the crowded bar in front of all my teammates she has to dare me i shouldn t be charmed by her broken hard luck anti charm but i have to take
her dare no matter if it leads us down a path of mutual self destruction i need to try to save her the thing i never expect is the devastating chemistry we have in bed and worse the vulnerable underbelly of the
grittiest toughest woman i ve ever met if i save jazzy from her demons who s going to save me and my heart from her best man on campus is a sizzling reverse bully college hockey romance this full length
standalone novel is the second in the big men on campus series if you love stories where the hot good guy saves the sexy broken girl then you ll enjoy this one contains sex and language for a mature audience
Mister Hockey sparks fly between a hockey player with a dirty mouth and an awkward bookworm in this spicy hockey romance jed west is mr hockey the captain of the nhl s latest winning team and the hottest
player on the ice at least according to breezy angel who s been drooling over jed at games for years he plays a starring role in her most toe curling fantasies but dirty dreams don t come true right everything
changes when jed saunters through the doors of breezy s library as a last minute special guest for a summer reading event their chemistry is immediate and hot enough to thaw an entire rink in record time but
things grow complicated when breezy decides to hide the fact that she s jed s biggest fan after all her feelings for him are genuine so who has to know she s not the only one with secrets though and jed s could
change the course of his career forever can this hockey hotshot and quirky bookworm find the courage to be honest with each other or will their love story be over before it can truly begin
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